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THE THREE BRIDGES LOCAL HISTORY WALK

- **Stop 1** - Three Bridges Park
- **Stop 2** - Brunel and Three Bridges
- **Stop 3** - The Windmill
- **Stop 4** - The Hanwell Flight of locks
- **Stop 5** - Hanwell Asylum
- **Stop 6** - The junction of the canal with the River Brent

**Start Point** – Three Bridges Park
On the junction of Windmill Lane and Tentelow Lane

**Finish Point** – The footbridge where the canal joins the River Brent close to Green Lane

- **1.** Three Bridges Park
- **2.** Brunel's Three Bridges
  - Scheduled Ancient Monument
- **3.** Canal Lock and possible site of the windmill
- **4.** Canal Lock - part of the Hanwell Flight of locks
- **5.** The Hanwell Asylum dock arch
- **6.** The junction of the canal with the River Brent
Windmill and Hanwell canal

Welcome to Three Bridges Park. This site was once part of the ‘TS Westcott’ Sea Cadets Training Base but it is now a public park and a haven for wildlife. The Sea Cadets Organization was founded to help the orphans of sailors killed in the Crimean War in 1856. It now provides leadership and boat handling training for boys and girls, and encourages a sense of community pride and volunteering.

Turn left on leaving the Park and follow the pavement round to the left and cross the road at the traffic control barriers. Be careful as this is a busy road. Walk up onto the bridge and stop half way across. From here you will have good views of the canal and railway below you.

TS stands for ‘Training Ship’ and Westcott is from Westcott Crescent in Hanwell where their first base was set up in 1942. As Hanwell is a long way from the sea the local cadets had a hall instead of a ship, and they practised their boating skills on the canal. Their base also had a radio mast and a decommissioned First World War naval gun. The gun was removed in 2005 but you can still see the radio mast on one side of the park.

Take some time to look around the park and enjoy the views of the canal. When you have finished exploring you can start the Three Bridges local history walk.
Railway sleeper path leading visitors towards the canal
The famous engineer Isambard Kingdom Brunel designed the intersection of three modes of transport here: these include rail, water and road.

The canal is underneath the road bridge, and the railway line is below the canal. The road bridge and the canal bridge are made of cast iron and there is a weight limit because it is so old.

Building the railway involved digging underneath the canal, and Brunel had to encase the canal in a cast iron trough to form the canal bridge. The railway was opened in 1859 and was the last project Brunel completed before he died.

Three Bridges has been endorsed by English Heritage as a scheduled ancient monument. Look and you will see that there are actually only two bridges not three.

Now continue your walk, crossing the bridge. Go down the slope and then turn sharp right at the end of the fence, to follow a short path that leads back down to the canal. When you reach the canal turn left and follow the towpath along the side of the canal until you reach the first lock where you will see a small cottage on the opposite bank.
The Windmill Lane is a road that was built hundreds of years ago. It existed before the canal and the railway were built. In historical maps, the windmill shows up in different places, so we do not know its exact location.

A picture of the windmill was painted by a very famous English painter J.M.W. Turner in 1808, who painted landscapes with water colours. The Tate Gallery has sketches of the painting called the ‘Windmill and Lock at Hanwell’. In the painting you can see the windmill, the lock with a gate, some farm animals, and a small bridge made of bricks in the distance. William Turner painted the picture years before the railway was built by Brunel, whose iron clad bridge is the one we see today. The road Windmill Lane and the Windmill Park Estate are both named after the windmill.

Continue your walk along the canal towpath keeping a look out for birds and wildlife that live along the canal. Your next stop is by the next lock.
Windmill and Hanwell canal

There are six locks in the Hanwell flight, which form part of the Grand Union Canal. They raise the canal about 53 feet or 16.2 metres. The chief engineers were William Jessop and James Barnes who had to use horses and men to dig out the canal.

FLIGHT OF LOCKS

Locks allow boats to move up and down hills on a canal. To move a boat uphill the boat driver uses a lock key at the side of the lock to open small doors at the bottom of the gate. This allows water to gush in from the canal above, raising the water level and the boat in the lock. The water levels have to be the same inside and outside of the lock to enable the gate to be opened so that the boat can continue its journey.

Follow the towpath along the canal again. As you drop downhill past each lock the brick wall to your left gets taller and more imposing. You can glimpse old and new buildings behind the wall, and you might spot some dates carved in the stone. Walk past another lock and then look out for a yellow brick-filled arch set into the brickwork of the wall. Stop beside this arch.
Canal boat waiting in lock

Lock gates holding back the canal
The Hanwell Asylum is today known as St. Bernard’s Hospital. It was built in 1830 for patients with mental health problems, and was where pioneering English psychiatrist Dr. John Connolly became the resident physician in 1839. It was the biggest asylum in the world in 1850.

The yellow brick-filled archway used to be open, allowing boats to turn into the asylum to deliver coal and collect its excess produce of fruit and vegetables grown by the patients. Families used to live on the boats and helped to shift tonnes of coal into the asylum. Canal boats used to be pulled by horses and thick ropes. These ropes rubbed against the wall in some places and created groove-marks that can still be seen today.

The brick wall of the hospital wall is about a kilometre long. It has square fire holes, used by fireman to get water, pumped through hose-pipes from the nearby canal, in case of fire at the asylum.

Walk on passing two more locks. Look out for an unusual stone ramp that slopes down into the canal. In the days when canal boats were pulled by horses this ramp would have helped a horse to climb out if it fell into the canal. Continue along the towpath, passing a footpath to the left that is signposted as part of the ‘Capital Ring’ footpath network. Walk past one more lock and continue until you reach a footbridge where the towpath crosses another watercourse, the River Brent. Stop half way across this bridge.
Hanwell Asylum - the yellow brick arch was the entrance to the asylums’ private dock
YOU HAVE NOW REACHED THE POINT WHERE THE GRAND UNION CANAL JOINS THE RIVER BRENT. THE LOCK YOU HAVE JUST PASSED IS THE LOWEST IN THE HANWELL FLIGHT OF LOCKS.

This stretch of the canal was completed in 1794 and allowed boats from as far away as Birmingham to bring goods to the docks at Brentford. Canal boats were loaded with all sorts of heavy and bulky goods, including coal and iron from the Midlands, and margarine and bricks from Southall. These goods were taken down the Thames to the City of London and from there some were sent all over the world.

This is the end of the Three Bridges History Walk and we hope you have enjoyed learning about the fascinating history along this stretch of the canal.

YOU CAN NOW RETRACE YOUR FOOTSTEPS AND RETURN TO THREE BRIDGES PARK VIA THE CANAL TOWPATH. ALTERNATIVELY YOU COULD EXTEND YOUR WALK TO VISIT OLD HANWELL AND ANOTHER OF ISAMBARD BRUNEL’S FAMOUS BRIDGES, THE WHARNCILFE VIADUCT. TO DO THIS RETRACE YOUR ROUTE BACK PAST ONE LOCK AND THEN TURN RIGHT ALONG THE FOOTPATH YOU SAW EARLIER SIGNPOSTED ‘CAPITAL RING NETWORK’. THIS PATH FOLLOWS THE WINDING COURSE OF THE RIVER BRENT THROUGH BEAUTIFUL WOODLAND AND MEADOWS, PASSING UNDER THE UXBRIDGE ROAD AND THE VIADUCT TO REACH BRENT LODGE PARK AND OLD HANWELL.
Canal Junction with River Brent
This walk was created by the Three Bridges Primary School’s Family Learning Group, Accession Social Enterprise and Ealing Council Adult Education Team, as part of the Heritage Lottery Funded Three Bridges History Project. It is also available to download as a Podcast from the Ealing council website.